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ABSTRACT

Older people driving motor homes are increasingly commonplace on our roads. This research focuses on senior New Zealanders who identify themselves as ‘movanners’ as opposed to ‘house truckers’ or ‘tourists’; and in particular on single full-timers. These mobile, single seniors communicate constantly regarding their locations and future plans. They often travel familiar paths, repeating the same journey route and utilising as their ‘places’ the well-known margins of the road, unnoticed by other traffic and beneficial to senior movanners’ mobility. This study argues that they have appropriated ‘cool’ new technologies (as opposed to the technologies of disability and deterioration often associated with older people), to retain their independence, enable their journeys and achieve ageing wellbeing in mobility. Senior movanners exploit connections to build network capital resulting in concrete benefits for their successful mobile lives.

The field research was conducted over three years and consisted of interviews and less formal conversations with senior movanners, auto-ethnography, as I hired motorhomes to travel myself, and mobile participant observation in the motorhome of one of my single female participants. In addition, I collected quantitative data by tracking two key informants who each carried a GPS device which enabled me to view their journey tracks retrospectively and collaboratively. Family relationships are well maintained, although reconstructed to fit in with their mobility. Through network capital and technology utilisation they have recreated the ‘roadlands’ as a social space, forming causeways for what I have termed ‘The Movanner Archipelago’.
Firstly, I wish to acknowledge and thank my two key informants, Barb and Peter, and express my deep appreciation for their involvement in my study. They generously gave of their time, shared their knowledge and successfully operated my GPS devices while on their journeys. Barb, thank–you for inviting me to journey with you in your beloved motor home. Thank–you both for teaching me the amazing possibilities of this stage of life. Many other senior movanners generously welcomed me into their houses and motor homes and patiently answered my questions; thank–you.

To the anthropology staff and students at Massey Albany, where our regular ‘gatherings’ were unfailingly supportive and encouraging, I extend a big thank–you for listening and sharing. I always departed with fresh resolve and belief in my endeavour. I owe Chris a debt of gratitude for his ‘heroic’ contribution to my title and our many enlightening conversations centred on mobilities.

My husband and sons were unfailingly supportive through all phases of this study and my husband accompanied me cheerfully on movanning trips or obligingly drove to fetch me when I travelled with Barb. I look forward to our next trip together as pure adventure!

Finally, a big thank you to my two supervisors, Dr Graeme MacRae and Dr Kathryn Rountree. Dr MacRae’s quiet trust in my ability was constant and confidence boosting! Dr Rountree steered me back on track and encouraged me to hone my thesis to the best of my ability. Their interest never waned and from both came wise words and constructive suggestions for improvements, which were greatly appreciated.
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